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PURPOSE 

To ensure minimum safety, rescue and personal protective equipment is kept by clubs and callout 
squads for use at all times. 
 
SCOPE 

This policy applies to all surf lifeguards, patrol support members, patrol captains, club captains, callout 
squad coordinators and club development officers (CDOs). 
 
BACKGROUND 

Surf lifeguards may be called on to initiate a response or help other agencies in conducting search and 
rescue operations at any time. SLSNZ seeks to set up a minimum equipment set at every club and 
callout squad base for after-hours call-outs both during and outside the patrolling season. As many 
incidents occur in locations or conditions that pose added safety risks to members, specialised items of 
rescue, safety and personal protective equipment are required.  
 
This policy outlines the minimum set of rescue equipment that all clubs and callout squads should 
maintain year ‘round, what extra safety and personal protective equipment (PPE) should be available for 
offshore and night operations, and how often this equipment should be checked. Based on the type and 
location of responses, individual clubs and callout squads may choose to exceed these 
recommendations. In some regions, PPE and safety equipment may be individually issued to callout 
squad members. Location specific checklists will be provided to account for regional variances. 
 
 
DEFINITIONS 

 ‘Offshore’ can refer to any one or combination of the following: More than 3km from shore, out-of-
sight of land, within 3km of shore, but significant distance from base, or outside the patrols normal 
area of operation. Classification of the incident as offshore will be at the discretion of the patrol 
captain or senior lifeguard on-scene. 

 ‘Night Operations’ are any SAR activities where surf lifeguards may be required to enter the water up 
to 30 minutes before sunset until sunrise. 

 
REFERENCES 

SLS023 (Search and Rescue Operations), SLS024 (Accreditation of Regional Callout Squads), SAR014 
(Offshore Marine Operations), SAR015 (Night Operations), SLS021 (Disaster Survival and 
Preparedness), SLS010 (Patrol Operations Manual). 
 
POLICY 

CDOs will agree yearly with the club or callout squad on what rescue, safety and personal protective 
equipment will be stored at each clubhouse or callout squad base, or individually issued to each callout 
squad member. The geographical response capability of the club or callout squad will dictate what 
equipment is needed. be conducted monthly. CDOs will manage this process.  
 
RESCUE EQUIPMENT 

Every club and callout squad shall maintain in a constant state of readiness a minimum of: 
 

 2 Rescue tubes with 2 sets of fins 

 1 IRB (fully set up with spare fuel available) 

 1 Rescue vehicle or ATV* (fully set up with spare fuel available) 

 2 VHF radios with waterproof cases 



 

 1 Set of first aid equipment (eg. First aid kit, oxygen kit, AED, stretcher, cervical collars). 
 
Recommended: Backup IRB, spare oxygen cylinder, spare radios on charge. 
 
*Not all clubs have rescue vehicles or ATVs.  
 
The following extra equipment is required for offshore and night marine SAR operations: 
 
OFFSHORE OPERATIONS 

Every IRB or RWC responding offshore shall carry: 
 

 1 VHF radio 

 1 red parachute, 1 red pinpoint and 1 orange smoke flare in a waterproof container. 
 
Recommended: GPS enabled personal locator beacon. 
 
NIGHT OPERATIONS 

Every IRB or RWC responding at night shall display navigation lights (either single white masthead or 
port/starboard/stern) and carry:  

 1 VHF radio 

 2 Handheld spotlights 

 1 red parachute, 1 red pinpoint and 1 orange smoke flare in a waterproof container. 
 
Recommended: GPS enabled personal locator beacon, radar reflector and white parachute illuminating 
flare. 
 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE and SAFETY EQUIPMENT 

The following items are recommended for all lifeguards involved in marine SAR operations:  

 Full wetsuit 

 Dive gloves or wet boots 

 Fin belt and fins 

 Surf helmet (with reflectors on all sides/top) 

 Day/night combination or mini-projectile flare 
pack 

 Personal strobe light and torch 

 Dive knife and whistle 

 Windproof jacket/protective eyewear 

 Waterproof CPR faceshield/glove pack 

 Energy bars/drink bottle 

 Rescue tube (individual issue) 
 
Which items are needed will depend on the location of the club or callout squad, duration and type of 
incident. Specific requirements for safety equipment and PPE is detailed in section B of the POM. 
 
Note: For night marine SAR operations, every lifeguard is required to wear a full wetsuit, 
reflectorised PFD, and personal strobe light. A surf helmet is also recommended. 


